
 

 

 

Excelitas Technologies® Announces the New X-Cite® 110LED for Life Science Research 

WALTHAM, MA, October 22, 2014 – Excelitas Technologies Corp., a global technology leader focused on delivering 

innovative, high-performance, market-driven photonics solutions today announced the  X-Cite® 110LED – a new 

compact white light LED source for fluorescence imaging applications. Using liquid light guide coupling, X-Cite 

110LED delivers broad-spectrum optical power with exceptional field uniformity at the specimen level via manual, 

personal computer (PC) and TTL control.  

"We tested the X-Cite 110LED on our white-light Nipkow disk confocal system and found the images to be very 

bright. Overall, the fluorescence was superior to our other light sources and the system was easy to operate,” 

stated Dr. Tim Bromage, Director, Hard Tissue Research Unit, New York University. 

X-Cite 110LED brings an additional level of flexibility to X-Cite’s white LED offerings -- with liquid light guide 

coupling to the microscope, which allows for maximum uniformity without adding mechanical vibration, as well as 

a convenient form factor and smaller overall footprint. An electronic shutter provides fast, sub-millisecond 

operation enabling extreme precision in vibration-sensitive imaging experiments. Providing excitation for DAPI, 

GFP, mCherry, Cy5 and other commonly used fluorophores, the X-Cite 110LED offers a superior solution for routine 

imaging on compound or stereomicroscopes. With intuitive control options and a price point comparable to          

X-Cite’s entry-level arc lamp, X-Cite 110LED is well suited for any instrument configuration, from basic manual 

operation to fully automated.   

 “The X-Cite 110LED provides researchers with a powerful and cost-effective LED solution which represents 

Excelitas’ on-going commitment to deliver enabling technologies to the fluorescence imaging community,” said 

Oliver Scheuss, Vice President, Solid State Lighting and UV/Microscopy for Excelitas Technologies. “Built on the 

strengths of our current X-Cite light platform, we have combined superior optical performance with the added 

benefits of LED technology to offer the reliability and high quality that researchers require for their demanding 

applications.” 

The instant LED on/off capability minimizes photobleaching and phototoxicity in specimens while offering ultra-

fast PC control and TTL triggering. With zero mercury disposal and low energy consumption, X-Cite 110LED is a 

highly efficient, environmentally-friendly solution that can adapt to any system configuration including 

microscopes from all major manufacturers. With LEDs rated to 25,000 hours and no lamps or modules to replace, 

X-Cite 110LED brings simplicity and convenience to laboratories around the world allowing researchers to focus on 

their experiments instead of equipment maintenance.   

About X-Cite 

X-Cite, formerly of Lumen Dynamics (which was acquired by Excelitas Technologies Corp. in November 2013) offers 

the Life Science and Analytical Instrumentation market a broad range of  innovative lamp and LED fluorescence 

illumination and measurement solutions with unsurpassed reliability and control capabilities.  Recognized as the 

industry standard in research microscopy, X-Cite also brings solid state LED technologies to instrument 

manufacturers, combining maximum optical performance with flexible design and best-in-class manufacturing 

quality and lead time.   

http://www.excelitas.com/Pages/Index.aspx
http://www.excelitas.com/Pages/Product/X-Cite-110LED.aspx
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About Excelitas Technologies 

 

Excelitas Technologies Corp. is a global technology leader focused on delivering innovative, customized solutions to 

meet the lighting, detection and other high-performance technology needs of customers. From medical lighting to 

analytical instrumentation, clinical diagnostics, industrial, safety and security, and aerospace and defense 

applications, Excelitas Technologies is committed to enabling our customers' success in their end-

markets.  Excelitas Technologies has approximately 5,500 employees in North America, Europe and Asia, serving 

customers across the world.  Connect with Excelitas on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.  

Excelitas® is a registered trademark of Excelitas Technologies Corp. All other products and services are either 

trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
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